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Editorial by Jon Segger
Welcome to the January 2014 edition of Valve Bounce. Happy New Year!
I hope you all had a good Christmas and that Santa brought you some motorsport related goodies!
I have received a few articles for inclusion in Valve Bounce this month – many thanks to those of you that took
the time to write them – they’re a good read.
Don’t forget, time is running out to get your dinner dance tickets. So, if you haven’t already, then get your ticket
requests in to Mark or Paul ASAP! See page 19/20 for details.
Until next month…
Jon editor@kingslynndmc.co.uk
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Calendar of events 2014
DATE

EVENT

CHP

ORGANISER(S)

Wed 15 JAN

CLUBNIGHT RALLY

R, C

CS

Sat 25 JAN

AWARDS DINNER DANCE

MB/PD/DSm

Wed 5 FEB

CLUBNIGHT RALLY

R, C

BC

Wed 05 MAR

CLUBNIGHT RALLY

R, C

NW/DP

Mon 10 MAR

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Fri 14 MAR

MARCH HARE RALLY

Wed 02 APR

CLUBNIGHT RALLY

R, C

Wed 7 MAY

CLUBNIGHT GYMKHANA

G, C

Wed 04 JUN

CLUBNIGHT GYMKHANA

G, C

Wed 2 JUL

CLUBNIGHT GYMKHANA

G, C

Sun 20 JUL

SCCoN

KLDMC VINTAGE & CLASSIC RALLY

EH

ACn/IC++

AUG

CLUBNIGHT GYMKHANA

G, C

Wed 10 SEP

CLUBNIGHT RALLY

R, C

PSm/DSm

Wed 08 OCT

CLUBNIGHT RALLY

R, C

PH/MB

Wed 05 NOV

CLUBNIGHT RALLY

R, C

ACn/SL

Wed 03 Dec

CLUB NIGHT RALLY

R,C

Pho/DW

Forthcoming club events

January 2014
MON

TUE
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THUR

FRI
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SUN

1
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24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Wednesday 15th January
Clubnight rally (see page 5)
Monday 20th January
Committee meeting
Saturday 25th January
Dinner dance (see page 10)
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Chairman’s spot – FULL CHAT
It was great to see some of our stage rally competitors helping Peter out with his rally on
marshalling duties. We couldn’t have done it without your help, thanks very much. I hope to see
more of our members helping out on our 12 car clubnights in 2014. I know it doesn’t sound very
glamorous being asked to stand on a lonely yellow or white road at night in the rain, hoping to see
a competitor at somewhere near their allotted time! But, when we all get back to the finish there
is always some good natured banter to make the evening fun and worthwhile while also enjoying
the refreshments and maybe a pint.
That’s what our club is all about, helping each other enjoy their particular faction of the club.
While talking about helping the club, many thanks to Steve Tilburn of Hylton Gott for Volvo, who
sponsored the food at the finish of Peters rally. It was a very nice gesture and also very nice food.
Many thanks Steve.
Please take note of the new date for Colin’s Clubnight Rally for January, it’s on the 15th due to
Colin’s work commitments. Competitors and Marshals required so please contact Colin in good
time.
The club’s Annual Dinner Dance and Presentation evening on the 25th January is drawing ever
closer, this year organised by Mark Banham and Paul Davison. It would be good to see all the
award winners there to receive their respective trophies, but even if you haven’t won anything
competitively this year this event is always a great night out. It’s also a chance to meet up with
friends and chat over the if only’s and I should have’s etc! Let’s give Mark and Paul all the support
we can and get a full house for what is traditionally an excellent evening. I am not sure what is the
last date for getting a ticket but give Mark a ring asap if you haven’t already got yours in your
pocket. I hope to see many of you there.
Looking at the calendar for 2014 we are struggling a bit with organisers for our 12 car rally series,
not necessarily because of a lack of personnel but because of work commitments. If you feel you
could organise an event for the club please come forward and let the committee know so we can
slot your event into the series.
Finally, a ‘Happy New Year’ to you all and I hope 2014 see’s full entries on our club events
throughout the year. It all starts on the 15th January.
Let’s go !!!!Cheers,

Paul Haylock

www.kingslynndmc.co.uk
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The 2nd Docking Xmas Stocking Rally

NEW YEAR CLUBNIGHT
Wednesday January 15th
Maps 143 D1 & 131 D2
Start Coach & Horses P H, Tilney all Saints
M/R: 131/553157

NO Whites or fords will be used
Entries and Marshals please to Colin & Elaine:
Email: C.Shinkins@btinternet.com
Home: 01775 719335
Colin: 07702 541708
Elaine: 07792 937929

www.kingslynndmc.co.uk
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A Busy Week of Rallying
David Smalley

The Great Bustard Endurance Rally
It all kicked off on Friday the 29th November. I travelled over to Mark Banham’s at Fakenham
just as he was loading the Suzuki Ignis onto the trailer. Mark told me how he hadn’t had the
best of weeks. He had to replace the front wheel on the tow car because of pot hole damage.
The Ignis had developed a fault with its rear wheel bearing and his drains had blocked at home
on the Thursday night. Suppose it could have been a sign.
The journey down to Andover went well and considering we hit the M25 around 16:30 on a
Friday it didn’t take too long to get to the hotel. We had a meal and a pint then off to bed ready
for the long following day.
We parked the tow car and trailer at worthy farm (Glastonbury venue) and headed to
Scrutineering and sign on. Everything was going to plan and we had plenty of time for a coffee
and some pre plotting from the road book. We had been chatting about how it was be a 16hours
till the end of the rally and that 12 of the hours would be in darkness. So we were prepared for a
long and tiring night.
The first Test.
Back to Worthy Farm this was a 15 mile test and comprised of 7 pages of tulips for me to read
through, We had a couple of overshoots but other than that we set a competitive time and we
were both happy. The next 8 tests were all around 1 mile in distance with road sections in
between. On the 9th test we were warned that there were some logs to be careful of. We came
round the 90 left and were accelerating down the rough straight when the car decided it didn’t
want 2nd gear anymore.
We then had a 10 mile road section back to Worthy farm. The car made it to here so we
decided to try doing the 15 mile selective with no second gear. Some corners we were trying to
carry more speed through so it would pull in third gear but it was a constant struggle. Mark was
pushing hard and had just about got used to driving in the required way. We passed another car
on stage but then the clutch started to slip. We managed to get to the finish but the time was
4minutes slower than the previous time. When we finished Mark looked under the bonnet and it
had thrown gearbox oil out of the box and onto the clutch so we decided we weren’t going to
make it any further so we packed up and came away. We were both very disappointed because
it was a brilliant event with some superb tests. But there will always be next year.

The Docking Xmas Rally 4/12/13
The second running of the Docking Xmas rally organised by Peter Horsburgh and Derek Webb.
After a good run on the Great Oktober Rally with Ed Haylock he decided to take the challenge
of Driving for me again.
Start to TC1 was a list of avoids the were not in order and crossing 6 Spot Heights’s. I managed
to find most of the avoids and the LWR but couldn’t get the route to cross 6 spot heights.
Without knowing where theTC1 was, it was difficult. We stopped at a junction along with Bob
and Brian only to See Mathew and Paul Turn left and Show us the approach to the control.
www.kingslynndmc.co.uk
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Problem being that there was a spot height just after the control making us think we couldn’t go
down that road we dropped one minute.
TC1 to TC2 was a straight line herringbone that was backwards. The only part that made me
think was going round the back of a garage in Stanhoe but other than that it was a clean
section.
TC2 to TC3 consisted of a code of letters in strings of 6 and 8 so I immediately thought grid
references but not in order. DIFFICULT, Now to work out the code. They all started with an E,
and grid lines were in the 80s so E=8 then the second half all started with a Z and the grid lines
the other these were either way were all in the 30’s so Z=3 The two 8 Figure references either
ended in a W or a B so I knew 0 or 5. I managed to get that B=5 and W=0 the first reference
now read 855,385. I managed to Muddle through and get some together and the code ended
up.
W
X
Y
Z
A
B
C
D
E
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
This was basically impossible and it became more confusing when we saw a novice take a
different road to us. Because of the uncertainty with the code we decided to take the same
route as them and came across a code board and came across the control with some serious
head scratching as the hand-out wouldn’t make us go that way 2 minutes Dropped.
TC3 to TC4 Do not cross 89 more than once and keep north of grid line 38. And 203 no more
no less. I tried to total the grid lines but soon went over 203 so I hoped it must be spot heights, I
got a route together and told Ed “Straight over the cross roads”. He replied with “Novices Have
turned Right” so I said after the previous attempts with them being correct I suggest we do the
same. And once again we came across a code board which I was sure my navigation wouldn’t
make me pass. But then we got on the same route I had marked and I was happy another clean
section.
TC4 to TC5 “Keep west of Rly at all times” “AC DD BD 3G 11R 4G” “CROSS fx TWICE 1G TO
TC5”
Oh Great I thought More code.
X
A
B
C
D
F
2
4
5
6
7
9
I deciphered this to mean Keep West of Railway at all times. Via Spot height 46,77,57 then 3
green dots followed by 11 red dots followed by 4 green dots . then cross grid line 92 twice to
TC5 We took a long ride on a white here because we thought it was the shortest route only to
be confronted by a farmer with a gun and No code boards. But we made it to the end of section
but dropping 8 minutes.
TC5 to TC6 a list of Grid lines to cross in order, finally something nice. With a “3 times cross
water” and only 1500m along wood. I looked and to shoot off to the left north of Sculthorpe
would give us a distance of 950m next to wood then there was another 350 and 2 parts of 100
on the route I had marked totalling the 1500. The route I took crossed the water three times but
it wasn’t the shortest route and I should have taken a white. This was our first, and only fail of
the night, more by luck than judgement 0 minutes Dropped.
TC6 to Finish was a list of things to pass on the route, “cutting de and 106” 106 meant spot
height 53 twice. This section was difficult and they items were in the wrong order making it very
difficult. We managed to pick a route that crossed all of the above and found some LWRT on
route to the finish. After the final LWRT we had no clue where the finish control was. Luckily we
www.kingslynndmc.co.uk
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saw some lights up a side road and managed to pull in, But not really sure how we made it
round the night and a Further 2 minutes Dropped.

Rockingham Sunday Stages Rally 8/12/13
My week started badly with the Great Bustard and got a little bit better by winning the Docking
Rally but I am sure my head was still hurting because of it. Then we had some bad weather on
the Thursday night meaning that I got called in to Work on both the Thursday and Friday
evening not leaving me much time to prepare but I knew the car was fairly sorted. It just needed
the sump guard re-fitting.
We got the car loaded on the Saturday morning and made our way over to Rockingham. I had
already heard from the Navigator that he was at the Venue which did relax me slightly as finding
a co-driver had been a struggle. Got the car Scruitineered parked it up and went to watch the
Saturday stages. It made me a little nervous watching the cars on the Saturday Night but I knew
I just had to relax and have a good time on the Sunday.
Me and Chris More headed off to the hotel and we joined by Andy Congreve and Dave Sooley
for tea. We were chatting away having a great time when we realised it was nearly 11pm and
time to get some rest.
Everything was going to plan on the Sunday morning and we were ready to Start SS1 when I
chatted to the people servicing next to us with a MK2 escort. He showed us a massive cut on
the infield to take round the back and said “go easy for a start it’s really slippery”. We started the
stage and got some warmth into the intermediates we put on and it was going ok. On the long
sweeping hairpin behind the pits I just couldn’t do anything with the car, it was like driving on
ice. But managed to keep it on the black stuff and had a half decent run and left us second in
class.
We Kept in second in class having a fairly tidy run Most of the day with no real moments other
than the handbrake decided it didn’t want to work. On the Penultimate stage the Co-driver said
left at the split and as soon as I was passed it I knew we should have gone right. He was
adamant that he was correct till we got round to the split again and we knew.
I was slightly disheartened at this point and thought about packing the car up and going home
until I sat and though. I had a 2:30 lead on third in class before this stage and the mistake cost
me 3 minutes and down to 4th in class. I then found myself waiting in the results area to see
what I had to do whilst everyone else panicked that they didn’t know where I was. I knew I
needed to make 30 seconds on Him in the 6 mile stage and that it was going to be quite a big
ask. I pushed hard through the first half of the stage and then I saw a Nova in front of me and I
knew I had to pass it, the red mist had descended and I managed to get past him just before the
split. I got into the finish unsure of if I had made the places back. The results were announced
and I took 37 seconds out of him to get the second in class back.
Thanks To Chris More and Paul Smalley for Servicing and Mum and Daisy for spectating.

www.kingslynndmc.co.uk
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The Preston 2013
th

th

After a couple of good years, finishing 6 in 2011 and 4 in
2012, I thought we could do better. After talking to the
Turner brothers, who know all there is to know about
rallying Rovers, I invested in a suspension upgrade, to Gaz.
After setting up correctly, with the right springs, it was like a different car. It could take anything in its
stride.
Jonathan Stimpson was alongside again to point me in the right direction. We were seeded, what I
th
thought was a bit low, 17 . I think I had a point to prove in the rally! Scrutineering and noise went fine, as
usual, and we waited for the off at 22:17. We were using Portuguese made Fedima tyres again, a very
knobbly tyre indeed. We looked at what everybody else was using, and there were some weird looking
makes on some of the cars. A marshal at the start said it was “The Rally Of Obscure Tyres” and I agree.
I am usually a bit slow out of the blocks but this year I was up for it right from the start and was going to
go for it. The first section was Worlington, part concrete farm track, and part rough farm tracks. We had a
slight overshoot stopping for a secret check, but other than that it was all good, and we only dropped 1
th
second, although some did clean it. 5 =. Owen Turner, last years winner, was fastest so went straight
into the lead.
Freckenham: More of the same, with a very narrow section that was bumpy and slippery section. No
th
drama. 6
Badlingham: A section incorporating tracks across a stubble field. The start was manned by the SCCoN
team, so after a bit of banter and a few pointers we were off. We messed up the first hairpin bend,
overshooting the turn-in where we could have cut it early, and lost vital seconds. Towards the end we
caught another car and as he pulled over to let us pass we ran wide and clouted the arrow pointing to the
exit to the field, knocking the mirror in. We finished the section 1 second behind that car, so took 59
th
seconds out of him. 4
Kentford: Nice to see David bell marshalling on this on. A new variation on this section with a new bridge
to cross, a very narrow bridge that hadn’t been used for a while by the looks of things. It was cautioned,
so we were cautious, others were less so and paid the price by losing door mirrors. We were warned of
an escaped pig where we ran down the side of a pig field, but didn’t see it. Good job, didn’t fancy having
any bacon before the finish breakfast! All went well except where we entered the pig field. With a bang
we clouted the bank in a narrow gateway into the field after getting out of shape under braking. We
thought all was fine until after the event, when we realised it had dented the sill and bent the rear axle
th
slightly, although it gave no problems for the rest of the event. 7 . By now Ian Ainsworth had overtaken
Owen to take the lead by 22 seconds.
Herringswell: This was farm tracks, some
concrete, some wooded tracks. And I think
this was the one where Tony Hewitt and his
family were doing the start. Quite
uneventful, until the finish. A very fast
approach to, with a massive bump shortly
before. We hit it at great speed, and the car
leapt into the air and came down at a less
than straight angle which meant it took a bit
of grappling to get it stopped in a straight
line for the finish. The marshal was a bit
vulnerable here as many cars came in a bit
out of control. I wouldn’t have been too
th
comfortable standing there. 8

www.kingslynndmc.co.uk
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A short break for petrol. Car 50 was making a name for himself, currently in third, Andy Smith obviously
had a duff seeding. We were in fifth place, so I was very happy with that.
On to Berner’s Heath. A section dropped last year due to the huge ruts. But as it’s a byway, there is a 5
metre margin each side apparently, so were able to use the grass at the side. We set off at great speed,
and very soon caught the car ahead. This was just as were entered the muddiest, sloppiest bit of track.
He was not very cooperative and it took a while to get past. Every time we tried to overtake there was a
massive hole or bump to that side. The lights were getting filthy, but thanks to the retro fitted spot lamp
washers it wasn’t too bad. We eventually got past once the mud had ceased, but lost quite a bit of time 
The rest of the section was narrow forest roads and wide sandy farm tracks, which went well. Annoyed
th
about losing time though. 5
Kings Forest: This all forest section was nice. There was some grassy bits, gravely bits and muddy bits.
The worst bits were out of a couple of 90s where the previous 16 cars had created terrible washboards in
the road from tramping. It was awful and nearly shook our teeth out. It must have been much worse for
later runners. It was a long test and frustratingly we caught cars on narrow sections with little or no
passing places. We did have a few moments as we tried to pass them though. There was a big jump that
was highlighted in the drivers briefing as very bad. I didn’t think it was and wished I hadn’t backed off so
much, as the car landed perfectly. I reckon it could have been “flat over jump!
Ingham: Some very rough farm tracks on this one with some big bumps and holes. Started well as we
caught the car ahead, he seemed to take a wrong turn at one junction at one junction and we nipped
through. Then we had an overshoot and he caught up again. But then I put my foot down and pulled
away, although it wasn’t without drama as we had a bit of a tank slapper through a muddy hole. Other
st
than that, all good, and we cleaned it. 1 =
The next section, Dukes Ride, was cancelled just as we were about to start it. Several cars were getting
stuck and blocking the way. So that saved us getting in a muddle.
Foxpin: Known for being notoriously rough. This year some of the tracks had been graded, and some
hadn’t! The SCCoN team were running the start here too, so after a quick chat we were off. I took this
one easy over the rough bits but pushed on the better stuff. There was several sandy bits in there which
just sapped the power, so it was important to try and carry a bit of speed through this but we struggled.
th
And the tramped bits were just appalling. Dave Bell was marshalling here too. 5
The Euston section was huge with many miles of bumpy & muddy farm tracks on the Euston Estate. I
really enjoyed this one but took a few risks in some corner cutting. We had a massive moment, where we
were warned of deep water as we crossed a field. But there was no water, just a massive hole. But this
was over a crest so unsighted. We hit it at great speed, which kicked the back up and we came down on
our nose. We managed to keep it pointing the right direction but it put the wind up us a bit. Unfortunately
we did the same again when we used that track later. We were lucky but this hole put a few of the cars
th
ahead of us out with front end and radiator damage. 4 but still 42 seconds slower than Owen!
Another petrol stop. We were now up to third, behind Owen Turner in the lead and Jamie Turner a minute
ahead of us in second. Andy Smith was in fourth, about a minute and a half behind.
Now the final third of the event. Santon Downham: a
mainly gravel forest roads section. It was nice and
smooth and all was going very well, until we came to
the end of the navigation. We were expecting to find
the finish control but it never arrived. We hesitated,
hoping to find it. Then Jonathan realised there was
more navigation on the back of the page! We upped
the pace a bit but were still only sixth fastest.
On to two new sections, Lynford and Ickburgh. Both
forests, but with grass tracks, gravel tracks and
concrete tracks. All were very slippery as there were a lot of leaves on these tracks, but they very fast in
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places! We had a few moments on the slippery stuff where the car wouldn’t turn into junctions that were
th
called late  6 place (9 secs off fastest) and fastest, clean, along with 23 others! Unfortunately Jamie
Turner dropped out here with damaged sustained on that bad Euston bump. This promoted us to second
place.
There followed a section across Methwold airfield, which was all concrete and ended with some very
muddy, rough and rutted tracks. The airfield was incredibly fast, and even with a minor overshoot and a
half spin we cleaned the section, along with 24 others! We were fortunate to discover we had a puncture
on the transport section after the time control. Fortunate because it didn’t happen on a competitive
section and we lost no time 
Next, one of my favourites, Weeting. Rough, bumpy, rutted and narrow. This is the penultimate section
and we were warned in the drivers briefing to back off on this one, in order to make it to the final section
Elveden Forest. Needless to say, I ignored that. Again, the start was manned by the SCCoN team, so
they were pleased to see us still running. Straight from the off it is rough but I kept my toe in. After about
a mile and a half we caught a Ford Puma, who wasn’t very keen to move over. We decided to make our
own track round him. It seemed like a good idea at the time, but could have been a bit risky. The grass
was very long and goodness knows what might have been in there, but we got away with it. I’m not sure
what the Puma driver’s thoughts were as we passed. Just as we got to the last half mile, where it gets
seriously narrow, we caught the Escort of Clive Baty, and with no way to pass, we had to sit right on his
tail to the control, losing a bit of time. We ended up dropping 18 seconds to Owen here, but were still 49
seconds quicker than Andy Smith who was in third now.
And finally to Elveden Forest. Gravel, grass, mud, bumps and ruts. But still a nice section, quite long
though. We still went for it, but pushed a bit too hard and missed a slot right and lost a bit of time turning
round on the slippery grass. Some of the bumps were a little bit harsh, especially where we crossed other
rutted tracks. It was a job to get slowed for these as it was so slippery. In the end it was still an ok time,
third.
We got back to the finish and a hearty breakfast. Lots of discussion was going on over the times, which
delayed the results considerably. Eventually they came out and we were staggered to be in second
place. This is my best ever rally result, and on one of my favourite rallies it was extra special. Thanks
must go to Jonathan for getting us round in one piece, pretty much. We were just over two minutes
behind Owen Turner and just over a minute ahead of Andy Smith who ended up third. Ash Chapman in
fourth was a further six minutes back, so it was fairly tight in the top three. This is twelve finishes out of
twelve Prestons, so what happens next year on my thirteenth? Thanks to all the marshals for standing
out all night, there wouldn’t be an event without you. (Photos by M&H)
Mark & Jonathan

 Official Club Clothing


Item
Polo Shirt
Sweat Shirt

Comments
White or Royal blue; KLDMC logo
As
above
embroidered

Cost £
6.76
8.46

Other garments are available on request. Size guide: M=36-40, L=42/44, XL=46/48

To order, contact Paul Haylock,  01553 810070
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Championships Summary
Clubnight
Mark Banham
Paul Haylock
Edward Haylock
John Peterson

89
86
84
80

Expert Driver
Bob Baker
Mark Banham
John Peterson
June Pollard

58
48
46
43

Expert Navigator
David Smalley
Paul Haylock
Ian Graham
Brian Cammack

54
48
46
46

Semi-Expert
A. Congreve/J. Congreve
P. Horsburgh/D. Webb

24
12

Novice Driver
Paul Smalley
Peter Horsburgh
Rob Kitchen
David Smalley

59
31
23
12

Novice Navigator
Matthew Smalley
Derek Webb
Daisy Tooke
Johnathan Stimpson
Chloe Hewitt

59
32
12
11
11

Ladies
June Pollard
Jasmine Congreve
Chloe Hewitt
Daisy Tooke

43
24
23
12

Marshall
Dave Pollard
June Pollard
Derek Stocks
Andy Congreve

13
10
9
7

Beginner Driver/Navigator
Tony Hewitt/Chloe Hewitt

12

Junior Marshall
Chloe Hewitt
Harry Tilburn
Jack Tilburn

3
2
2

Stage Driver (Best 6 results count)
David Tinn
149
Peter Horsburgh
74
Johnnie Ellis
73
Stephen Tilburn
70
Stage Navigator (Best 6 results count)
Dave Green
73
Jack Tilburn
70
Dave Smalley
50
Paul Haylock
47
Off Road
John Peterson
Mark Banham
Edward Haylock
Ian Pollard

34*
33*
33*
31*

Outside Club Off-Road (Best 6 count)
John Peterson
150 (7 wins)
Adrian White
150 (6 wins)
Mark Banham
25
Rob Kitchen
24
Outside Club On-Road Driver (Best 6 count)
John Peterson
120
Mark Banham
101
Alan Shrimpton
73
Tony Hewitt
69
Outside Club On-Road Nav. (Best 6 count)
David Smalley
125
David Bell
88
Ian Graham
73
Chloe Hewitt
69
* Drop scores applied
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Club championships – winners
Congratulations to the winners shown on the previous page!

Please could any award winners as best as possible ensure
they attend the dinner dance to collect their trophies.

Edward Haylock
Edward.Haylock@britishsugar.com 01553 813444

Landranger maps - current editions
Sheet

Title

ISBN

Publication Date

Edition

130

Grantham, Sleaford & Bourne

9780319229293

06/10/2011

C3

131

Boston & Spalding

9780319229408

22/02/2012

D2

132

North West Norfolk,
King’s Lynn & Fakenham

9780319231364

30/03/2011

D1

133

North East Norfolk, Cromer & Wroxham

9780319231791

06/10/2009

D2

134

Norwich & The Broads, Great Yarmouth

9780319231807

11/12/2009

D2

142

Peterborough, Market Deeping & Chatteris

9780319229248

14/09/2012

D2

143

Ely, Wisbech &
Downham Market

9780319231319

17/11/2008

D1

144

Thetford, Diss, Breckland & Wymondham

9780319229255

07/11/2012

B3

*

*

*

*

NEW EDITIONS IN 2012

Dave Pollard has provided a useful link where you can get savings on Ordnance survey maps:

http://www.dash4it.co.uk/store/
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Anatomy of a Clubnight Rally
Welcome to the anatomy of a clubnight rally. The idea of this page is to give a complete novice an insight
into what goes on, what you need to do, the order you need to do it, what equipment is required, the type
of navigation you will be handed and how to tackle it.
No! Don’t switch off, please read on. We would not be having over 40 people out on these events (12
competitors the rest marshals and officials) once a month if it was not fun.
We run clubnight rallies over the winter period on the first Wednesday of every month unless otherwise
stated. The start venues change each month so that a different area and map is used. This stops
competitors travelling on the same roads every month and cuts down any potential nuisance factor to
householders on the route.
OK, you decide to have a go. First of all join the Kings Lynn Motor Club. An application form is on this
web site. Every month you will receive our club magazine which is sent via e-mail (or by post for those
without e-mail facilities) listing all the forthcoming events. Search for the organiser for the next rally,
contact them and enter yourself and navigator. You will of course need a car! If not go orienteering, it’s
more tiring as you have to run round the course and you will probably get wet and cold!
The essential things that you will defiantly need are, the correct edition of the required ordnance survey
1:50000 series map, a romer, which is a small piece of plastic with a kilometre square divided up into
tenths, and a lot more helpful information printed on it. A map board (a piece of cardboard is ideal as it
will bend in an accident)! A magnifying lamp for reading off the map, a map light for plotting the route and
two 2b pencils with rubbers on. The rubbers are probably the most essential piece of equipment
mentioned! If your car has a good interior light you can get away without the map light, but drivers do not
like driving with this on, a map light concentrates the light better.
When you turn up at the start venue there will be several other vehicles in the car park. Some may be
well prepared cars with roll cages, spot lights, full harness belts fitted etc. Don’t worry, there will be
normal shopping cars out as well, do not be intimidated by the ‘rally cars’ as they can also go down the
wrong road as well as you! 12 car clubnights have been won by a Diesel Fiesta as speed is not the
criteria but accuracy is.
On entering the pub find the organisers table and pay your entry fee (a few pounds) and sign on. You will
be given a time card, a sealed clock, a set of sealed envelopes to be opened at each relevant control and
a set of final regulations. These regulations will give you a list of abbreviations to be used in the
navigation, a list of black spots (an area or road not to be used under any circumstances) a list of quiet
zones (an area where dipped headlights only to be used and minimum noise required by using a higher
gear. All 20, 30 and 40mph areas fall into quiet zones). The final control map reference and some useful
phone numbers in case of a breakdown etc. A list of give way junction which may or may not be used and
any other information that the organisers deem you will need.
Find a table with plenty of overhead light and open your map out. Plot the black spots first followed by the
quiet zones. How you mark these is up to you but be aware of masking some info that you may well need
on the event by being too heavy handed in the marking. Check out other navigator’s techniques AFTER
the rally, they will not thank you for interrupting them while they are plotting. Now plot the final control and
the direction of approach if given.
The time card could be one of three types. One list’s the time for each control when you are due there, or
it may list all control times for car zero and you have to add your car number to these times to find your
time. A box next to car zero’s times will be for you to fill your times in. The third type is what is known as
the summer time card. On this card you will find a string of numbers leading from each control number.
The first number in the string is the time you are due at that control. If you are late at any control, the
marshal will ‘ring’ the time you arrived. This will move your next due time down the card but will be
directly below the ringed time of the previous control. If you are early at the next control, check by looking
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at the make up time for that control how much time you are allowed to book in early. This is called the ¾
rule. You may be able to make up all your lost time or just some of it. The reason for this rule is to try and
keep you from going OTL (over time limit). If the ringed times on your card gradually edge towards the
end of the card you are getting close to going OTL and so out of the rally.
Check the time difference between each control and if a box is not provided, list these times on the edge
of your card. This gives you instant information of how long you have to get from one control to the next.
This may seem all very daunting and complicated but by turning up at these events as a marshal, you
can glean a lot of information from other club members which will make sense when you enter your first
rally.
You may feel you have done a night work already! But now comes the waiting. Give your driver the time
card and you go and get yourself ready in the car. Clip the map to the board after folding it so that the
start venue is roughly central, mark the start (this would have been given in the advert for the rally). Get
strapped in making sure you have got some form of foot rest to brace yourself. Have your map light on
and look at the map to familiarise yourself with some of the features around the start area. Some of these
may be used in the first handout.
When you start time comes round your driver will have the time card marked, signed and be given your
clock. He should then sprint to the car, hand you the first handout and start the car.
Open the envelope and start sorting out the navigation given. As a novice you may be best plotting the
control ref to the next control. This will at least give you an indication of the general direction. If you are
able to plot on the move, plot the first few junctions and get your driver to drive them slowly as you
continue to plot the rest of the route. You can if you wish plot the whole section before moving off.
On the route if you are going the correct way you will come across code boards. These are boards put
out by the organisers with letters printed on them for you to record on your time card. There will be a row
of boxes marked for code boards at the bottom. When you come to the next control, marked with a red C
on a white background, please pull up safely and stop where the marshals are standing. If you go past
them, stop. DO NOT REVERSE. The marshal will come to you; it’s much easier and safer if you slow to a
stop at the marshalling point especially if it’s wet and muddy. The marshal will enter the time on your
card, check that you have not opened the envelope for the next section, tick your direction of approach
and sign the card. On his instruction you may now open the next envelope and continue on your way. If
you need to stop to work things out we have a few rules on where to stop. Please do not stop outside or
opposite someone’s house. Pull off the road away from the control making sure that other road users can
pass, and make sure that you will not get stuck where you pull over. Try not to stop outside farm buildings
as farmers tend to get suspicious of vehicles parked up at night near their property.
What do you do if you are caught by another competitor? As we stated at the start of this article, this is
not a race and the car behind will probably want a different time to you at the next control. You do not
want to have the next few miles with your mirrors filled with his lights, so at the earliest convenience pull
over and let them by safely. You will always get thanked for this piece of rallying etiquette; you will not be
popular if you hold someone up for mile after mile! It’s pointless and frustrating.
Sometimes a driving standards observer will be out on an event, usually someone with several years of
rallying experience behind them. He will position himself at junctions along the route and as the title
suggests observes the standard of driving. He is only looking for irresponsible or dangerous driving. The
future of events is reliant on the lack of complaints from the public so that we can enjoy our sport for
many years to come. What else would you do on a cold winters Wednesday evening? So would I! But the
first Wednesday of the month I like to go rallying!
So you come to the final control at the end of the rally, the marshal there will be one of the organisers and
as well as taking your time card, he will probably ask you how you got on? If you have struggled, please
do not go into a detailed account as he will have other cars to attend to, but he will be more than pleased
to help you after results have been given out at the finish.
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The results consist of the number of fails (code board missed by deviating from the correct route) and
minutes lost (culmative amount of minutes lost at the controls). If more than 30 minutes have been lost at
the end or earlier in the rally you have deemed to have gone OTL (over time limit). The marshals cannot
wait for ever for every car if they are late, so a maximum time limit has to be put on. Sometimes the OTL
time for the first few controls may be less than 30 minutes, this is to allow the marshals time to get to
another control.
When the results are read out you may find that your score is several fails and a lot more minutes! The
winners score could be Zero fails and only the odd minute. Your reaction to the winners score may be
that it was impossible to do the rally with such a low score, but these guys are experts and it takes a long
time to get that good. Just take heart that they still make elementary mistakes and that they have all been
where you are.
At Kings Lynn Motor Club we are lucky to have so many expert navigators, each of which will always help
you understand some of the navigation if asked after the rally. MAKE USE OF THIS FREE TUITION it will
pay dividends at the next rally for sure.
What sort of navigation can you expect? As a novice you will have relative simple navigation such as,
map references, straight forward references using the romer. Spot heights, these are actual spots on the
roads on the map with a number next to it. When given a list of these just plot them in order via the
shortest route. Straight herringbone, this is a straight line with short lines attached each side of it. The
route is the straight line and the lines off it are junctions you will come across. Whichever junction you
come to you ignore the short roads off the centreline and continue on the straight line by turning right, left
or straight on. It may help to draw a circle on the herringbone at each junction and treat each one as you
come to it as a round-a-bout. Tulips, these are diagrammatic drawings of actual junctions with a dot
showing the approach road and an arrow the direction of travel. On every count once you have plotted
the navigation you always go the shortest route linking them all up to the next control.
Well that’s about it, apart from the best advice I can give you is to go out with a marshal first to see what
it is all about. Most of our marshals can navigate anyway and can explain the different handouts. Get the
organiser of the rally to send you a set of novice handouts so you can have a go in the comfort of your
home on a table with plenty of light. You will soon get the hang of it even if you make some mistakes on
your first proper event, and you will!
Sitting in the car in the car park waiting for your driver to come out on your first event, you will be thinking
‘what am I doing here, why am I putting myself through this’? I can tell you all the experts even after
years of navigating are asking themselves the same question, until, they open the first handout and start
plotting. When you get to the first control on time and by the correct route, you will have the answer as to
why we do it. Road rallying is a team sport and harmony in the car is probably the most important thing to
keep, especially when things go wrong such as finding out you have been travelling down the wrong
road! Just remember, a driver cannot win if his navigator keeps taking him down the wrong roads, and a
navigator cannot win if his driver does not tell him a code board is coming up and shouts it out or is
constantly missing junctions. But when you both get it right it is one of the most satisfying sports on the
planet.
Good luck.
Paul Haylock
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Marshal’s corner
The Association of Eastern Motor Clubs
in conjunction with Volunteers in Motorsport and Go Motorsport
is pleased to announce a

RALLY MARSHALS’ TRAINING DAY
on

Saturday 1st February 2014
at

Cambridge Regional College
Training will be by MSA licensed training instructors with separate sessions for new marshals, experienced stage marshals,
radio operators, timing marshals and senior stage officials.

Signing-on at 09:00 for a prompt start. The training will end by 16:00, thus allowing an easy return home.
Please apply via the online application form at http://www.aemc.org.uk/Training/training.html which will ensure
we have all necessary details.
If this is impossible then please phone Clive on (01223) 232861.
Early application is requested so that we know how many are coming and which training streams are required so
that we can cater accordingly.
Remember that to retain your Marshalling Grading you should receive formal, accredited training at least every
other year.

Yours Sincerely,
Clive Grounds
AEMC Training officer
MSA Trainer
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From: AVRIL CLARKE [mailto:superavril1@ntlworld.com]

Sent: 30 November 2013 22:16
To: undisclosed-recipients:

Subject: ANEMMC Treasurer



Hi everyone

Some of you may not be aware that at the last meeting Rhiannon our treasurer told us of her decision
to step down from the post because of other commitments. Preferably this will happen at the AGM in
January, but at the latest in a year’s time.
This will happen and as you can appreciate the Association cannot function without a treasurer so it is
now down to you all to find a new one.
Please take this back to your clubs as a matter of urgency
Avril
ANEMMC Secretary

Subject: London Rally 4 Heroes
Hi All
New Regulations and dates have been submitted to the MSA to be ratified, Corbeau Seats UK
will again be helping both with prize money and discounts to all registered contenders.
New for 2014 the points system modified slightly 1st overall 26 2nd 24 3rd 22 and so on down
New for 2014 A "JOKER" round to be chosen in advance by the competitor to give double
points, subject to MSA agreeing to my request.
New for 2014 A Class for Historic Cars subject to MSA agreeing to my request.
As soon as l get the Championship Registration Number l will send out the regulations and
registration forms, remember to register before the first round Brands Hatch Stages 12th
January in order to get your points.
Also just been notified by Southern Car Club, London Rally 4 Heroes has been cancelled. so I
need to try and find a replacement round if l can.
New FIA Seats bought in January 2014 will be year dated only, so a Corbeau seat bought in
January 2014 will last until December 2019 and can be re-homolgated for a futher 2 years by
the manufacturer, more details from me.
Regards,
Derek Webb
Corbeau Seats UK series co-ordinator.
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Dinner dance menu

Reminder
Saturday 25th January 2014

Dress Code; Dress to impress, no jeans or trainers
Accommodation at preferential rates – Tel: 01553 675566

Tickets: £ 27.00 each
See menu choices on page 20
TICKETS FROM MARK BANHAM 07884435537,
PAUL DAVISON 07946 462403 OR ANY COMMITTEE MEMBER
mbanham@h-banham.co.uk
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Membership special offer
Corbeau Seats UK have just released the following info
regarding Seat Dates:
All new seats bought from January 1st 2014 will be
dated by year only and not by month as well. This means
that any new seat bought in January 2014 would run out
of date in December 2019 (and not January 2019 as at
present).
Also they will launch a new range of Race/Rally Suits
including underwear which will be launched at the
Autosport show.
20% discount will apply to all club members, via me on
all new products.
Derek Webb
01953 488696 or 07818 206265
Email: rye.racingderek@aol.co.uk

REMINDER
Membership renewals are
now due. Please use the
form at the end of Valve
Bounce.
www.kingslynndmc.co.uk
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KING’S LYNN & DISTRICT MOTOR CLUB LIMITED
Membership application/renewal form
PLEASE WRITE CLEARLY WHEN COMPLETING THIS FORM
SINGLE MEMBERSHIP

£15

PLEASE CIRCLE THE TYPE OF
MEMBERSHIP APPLIED FOR

FULL TIME STUDENT £7.50 (under 22 years)

FAMILY MEMBERSHIP £18
ASSOCIATE (Country)

(Member + spouse/partner + all under 18’s)

£10

NAME FOR MEMBERSHIP:

SPOUSE or PARTNER’S NAME FOR
FAMILY MEMBERSHIP:

ADDRESS: (Including Post Code)

TELEPHONE: (Including mobile)

EMAIL ADDRESS:
The club magazine is distributed in PDF format only via email. If you wish to receive a copy Valve Bounce, please provide your email address above.

ASSOCIATE MEMBER CLUB:

Available only to those who are fully paid members of another MSA registered club, living over 20 miles from King’s Lynn
“Every member of the club undertakes to contribute to the assets of the club in the event of the club being wound-up during the time that he/she
is a member, or within one year afterwards, for payments of debts liabilities of the club contracted before the time at which he/she ceases to be a
member, and of the costs, charges and expenses of winding up the same, and for the adjustment of the rights of the contributories among
themselves such amount may be required not exceeding £1.00”

I enclose the sum of £…………. and agree if elected I will abide by the rules and regulations of KING’S LYNN & DISTRICT MOTOR CLUB LIMITED.
Cheques should be made payable to KL&DMC Ltd and sent with this form to:
Elaine Booth, 8 Farthingales, Spalding, Lincs, PE11 3AD

Proposed:………………………………

Seconded:…………………………………...

www.kingslynndmc.co.uk

Ref No:……………......

